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Duck Go Men's Merino Wool Engineered Crew
Neck T-Shirt The Duck Duck Go Men's Merino
Wool Engineered Crew Neck T-Shirt from The
North Face. Our Engineered fleece shirts are
made with supple Merino fleece that is incredibly
soft, breathable, and quick-drying. These shirts are
treated with Dri-Weave fabric that has been coated
with a special process that pulls moisture away
from your skin. So you always feel dry and
comfortable when you work. Made of 5.4 oz 100%
merino wool flat-front crew neck t-shirt.
Imported.Electric vehicle owners can receive a full
rebate of up to $5,000 for their investments if they
lease electric cars under an expansion of the
Battery EV Rebate. The Battery EV Rebate
Program was launched by the former Labor
government in 2008 and since has increased the
value of rebates from $1500 in 2008 to as much as
$6,000 for the most efficient electric vehicles. The
latest program expands eligible vehicles to include
the range of battery-only and hybrid-electric
vehicles, including the Hyundai Kona EV, Nissan
Leaf, and the Kia Soul EV. The program also
includes additional rebates for the cost of the
battery. The expansion was announced by the



Victorian Treasurer, Tim Pallas, in last week’s
budget, along with free charging stations for the
first 5,000 EVs purchased in Victoria and the
inclusion of the popular Hyundai Ioniq Electric,
which has a range of 161 miles on a charge and an
MSRP of $35,990. Periodically over the past few
years, an electric vehicle lease program has been
included in the budget. This was expanded again
by the current government in 2015 to include
advanced technology cars, vehicles with near-zero
emissions and the Tesla Model S, although the
2017 budget kept the Level 4 fuel vehicles in the
category of zero emissions vehicles. Pallas has also
previously stated that in the 2017-18 Victorian
budget, electricity will have the same value as gas
for the purpose of government rebates. The
Business Case for Electric Vehicles Increasing the
value of rebates for electric vehicles is part of the
Victorian government’s plan to reduce emissions
across the whole of the Victorian economy, but the
Business Case for Electric Vehicles is a separate
document which details the extensive benefits of
electric vehicles, the potential for massive energy
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